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dell is the worlds leading provider of personal computers, printers, and services. in the design process, dell leverages an all-in-one system (aio) as a means to
deploy an end-to-end design. for example, the aio may house a cad/cam software, a high-resolution scanner, and the appropriate print driver. the benefit of
this approach is the user can directly work with high resolution images, plot and print at the same time. also, for an aio to work, it must be fast. this is the
case because the files must be scanned and processed in real time. the all-in-one approach ensures the highest level of performance. as i was writing this

blog post, i was listening to the latest episode of the wonderful engineering podcast where greg dancy talks about how the game designers of the
development process of the missouri systems project were working with the jgc to develop a new game engine based on the code project mvp framework.

the topic of focus was a game which was based on a system of creative chill which was an educational based game for the mo govt to use to teach kids how
to code. the developers were trying to figure out the best way to get the kids to start coding at a very young age. the way they figured it was to get the kids

to code simple programs which would allow them to explore the basics of programming at a very young age. the following is a guest post by matt cavanaugh,
an experienced product and marketing designer. matt was previously a commercial product and marketing designer for the jgc, the united states navy, and

adecco. he is now the product marketing director for the arca swiss cube.
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the herschel spacecraft (fig. 1 and table 1 ) provides the appropriate working
environment for the science instruments, points the telescope with required

accuracy, autonomously executes the observing timeline, and performs
onboard data handling and communication with the ground. it has a modular
design, consisting of the payload module'' (plm) supporting the telescope, the

sunshade/sunshield, and the service module'' (svm). the mission lifetime is
determined by the cryostat lifetime, required to be 3.5years, the initial six
months were nominally allocated to early mission phases. kps research &

design is a small korean company, owned by p.s. kang. kangs background as
an engineer and designer of custom industrial machinery carried over into

establishing kps. an artist and photographer at heart, kang started developing
and making photographic equipment, initially with viewfinders for dslrs and
later introducing the kps slim plate system. a t5 geared ballhead prototype
was introduced at photokina in 2010 and became available to the public in

2012 and recently in the us. the t5 geared ballhead is unique in my mind as it
is not a knock-off or carbon copy of pre-existing technologies. there really is

nothing else currently on the market quite like it. this is not a cheap or
inexpensive head. with the t5, kps has clearly set its sights on the higher

quality end of the photography market. if i had to describe a point of quality
reference, i would place the fit and finish of the t5 on par with products from
arca swiss and really right stuff. the u. we have seen the word "posterous"

frequently used by the media and some commentators to describe herschels
telescope since its launch on april 14 2009. at present, it is a great relief to

know that, thanks to our posterous design, the sky is open again for scientists
to scrutinise. we have seen the word "posterous" frequently used by the media

and some commentators to describe herschels telescope since its launch on
april 14 2009. 5ec8ef588b
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